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1. Assemble the base frame first, working from one side to the other and fitting sections together as
shown, making sure the parts are inserted fully into one another.
2. Assemble one side of extension poles (numbers 2 & 3) and slip the net sleeve over the extension
poles.
3. While holding the net sleeve up on the extension poles (as it should be loose), have another person
complete steps number 4 and 5 below.
4. With the other set of extension poles, assemble but DO NOT insert into the end base yet. Hold the
extension poles and slip the other net sleeve over them. The net should feel loose, there should be
no tension.
5. Insert the second set of extension poles with net sleeve on into the end base while tilting the poles
inward to keep pressure off of the net, (see photo below). The right side should be fully inserted
while the left side is tilted into the base.
6. Once both posts are in place, you can tighten the adjustable Velcro strap as needed and adjust the
height of the net as well.

Note: Have one person at each end hold each net pole. The net will be loose so just hold the net sleeve in place.
The easy way to repeatedly assemble and disassemble the Mini-Net is to leave the net over the end posts and simply
roll the net up into the carry case.
The 10-ft wide net is approximately 32 inches high with single posts in use, and 64 inches high with double posts in
use. The Mini-Net adapts easily to all racquet sports, such as tennis and badminton as well as lead-up volleyball
games using foam balls or beach balls.
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1 Carry case
Legend:

1 Mini-Net

M = Male end (fluted)

2 End bases ①

F = Female end (straight)

2 Straight oval pipes(one end tapered) ②
2 Straight oval pipes with end caps ③
2 Bent oval pipes ④
1 Straight black oval pipe(one end tapered) ⑤
1 Straight black oval pipe(two ends tapered) ⑥
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